
Chapter 1

Array Basics

1.1 Introduction

Array synthesis involves determination of amplitude and phases of the array elements

those will provide the desired beam-pattern. Relation between the array excitation and

its radiation pattern is given by the Fourier transformation technique. Before going into

further discussion, classifications of the pattern synthesis techniques are considered

first. Array synthesis methods can be classified into severaltypes. One of them is,

• Continuous aperture synthesis

• Discrete aperture synthesis

Another typical classification is based upon theaperture taperingitself. For example,

• Uniform distribution

• Binomial distribution

• Chebyshev distribution

• Taylor & Taylor n-bar distribution

• Bayliss distribution

Classification based uponspecified applicationis,

• Sum pattern

• Difference pattern

Pencil beam is an example of sum pattern where as mono-pulse beam is a difference

pattern.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Desired radiation pattern (with in the visible space) and (b) correspond-
ing aperture distribution (inverse Fourier transform of the array factor).

1.2 Fundamentals of Array Synthesis

Array analysis generally deals with analysing a given aperture excitation. But, it is

far from the practical situation, where the user simply provides pattern specifications

and it’s the duty of antenna engineer tosynthesizeproper array excitation. The Fourier

transformation technique can give a very good physical insight into the synthesis pro-

cedure. Array factor of a 2D-planar array with general lattice structure as showm in

Fig. ?? is given by,

AF (kx, ky) =
∑

m

∑

n

Amn exp [j (kxxmn + kyymn)] (1.1)
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For continuous sources, (1.1) can be re-written as,

AF (kx, ky) =

∞
∫

−∞

∞
∫

−∞

A (x, y) exp [j (kxx + kyy)] dxdy (1.2)

So, for a given radiation patternAF (kx, ky), excitation functionA(x, y) can be evalu-

ated by taking inverse Fourier transform.

A(x, y) =

(

1

2π

)2
∞

∫

−∞

∞
∫

−∞

AF (kx, ky) exp [−j (kxx + kyy)] dkxdky (1.3)

A simple linear array with an array pattern as shown in Fig. 1.1 is considered in this

section for explaining the basic synthesis procedure. Thistheory can be easily extended

to more general 2D-planar arrays. In general array factor ismeaningful in visible space

of kx-domain only. So, specified array factor is represented within this visible space as

shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). Outside visible space, array pattern can be any arbitrary pattern,

as it doesn’t affect the radiation phenomena. As a matter of fact, array factor outside the

visible region is related to thestored energy. So hypothetically, if entire array factor is

given, one can determine resistive and reactive componentsof the antenna impedance.

If we assume a special case, where array pattern is zero out-side the visible space, then

its inverse Fourier transform exist in the entirex-domain, meaning an infinitely long

antenna aperture. In other words, an antenna of finite lengthcan never radiate all the

available energy. It must store some energy (electric or magnetic) in the near field.

In the next section, several particular types of linear array pattern synthesis tech-

niques such as Chebyshev synthesis, Taylor synthesis are demonstrated. In addition,

2D array aperture distributions such as principle plane canonical distribution and cir-

cularly symmetric distribution will be discussed in the final phase report.

1.2.1 Discretization of the Continuous Aperture

It is well known that radiation beam-width is inversely proportional to the antenna’s

electrical length. So, in order to achieve very narrow beam width, continuous aper-

ture should be very long. Another concern is, control of the array excitation distribu-

tion. It is almost impossible to implement such a lengthy continuous aperture antenna

with controlled excitation. So, antenna engineer should opt for discrete antenna array.

Discrete array concept is very similar to the concept ofNyquist-Shannon sampling
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Discrete array excitation obtained by sampling the continuous source
and (b) array pattern corresponding to the discrete array.

technique in communication theory.

The Nyquist-Shannon theorem states that a band-limited function f(t) must

be sampled at least twice as fast as the bandwidth of the signal to accu-

rately reconstruct the waveform.

From Fig. 1.2 (b), it is evident that the original specified array factor becomes

periodic inkx-domain, when continuous aperture excitation is uniformlysampled (Fig.

1.2 (a)). If the sampling rate (a−1) increases, periodicity of array factor decreases, thus

grating patterns move away from the main pattern. On the other hand, ifa is large,

then the grating-lobes start to appear in the visible space.
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Now, consider a special case, in which arbitrary array pattern outside the visible

space (Fig. 1.1 (a)) becomes zero (i.e., band-limited). So according to the sampling

theorem, the continuous aperture shown in (Fig. 1.1 (b)) should be sampled with at

least a sampling rate of(2π/2k0) = (λ/2) in order to reconstruct the original array

pattern. So, separation between the radiating elements in an array can’t be greater than

half of the wave length in this special case. But, as already discussed, because of the

finite size of the antenna, array pattern can never beband-limited. So, there always

exists somealiasingeffect in array pattern of any discrete array.

1.2.2 Phasing of the Array Aperture

One main type of array antennas isphased array antenna, in which case each element

of the array is excited with proper progressive phase shift so that the the main-beam

steers in the desired direction. In order to understand the phasing phenomena, another

very important property of the Fourier transform should be appreciated.

For a functionf(t), if the Fourier transformF (ω) is defined as,

F (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞

f (t) exp (ωt) dt (1.4)

then the frequency-shifting property can be written as,

F (ω − ω0) ⇐⇒ f (t) exp (−ω0t) (1.5)

In array theory,x andkx are analogous to time and angular frequency parameterst and

ω respectively. So, frequency-shifting property for phasedarray antennas becomes,

AF (kx, ky) ⇐⇒ A (x, y)

AF (kx − kx0, ky − ky0) ⇐⇒ A (x, y) exp (−kx0x − ky0y) (1.6)

From equation (1.6), it is evident that the array pattern canbe shifted (scanned)

in (kx, ky)- domain by introducing linear progressive phase shifts in both x andy- di-

rections (Fig. 1.3 (a)). But, as can been seen from Fig. 1.3 (a), when main-beam is

scanned away from the bore-sight direction, one of the grating lobe starts to enter into

the visible space. So, in phased arrays antennas, scanning region is usually restricted by

the grating-lobes outside the visible space. So, sampling rate (i.e, separation between

radiating elements) should be as small as possible to avoid grating-lobes. However,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Discrete array excitation with linear progressive phase shift and (b)
shifted (scanned) array pattern.

when separation between elements decreases, mutual coupling increases thus decreas-

ing the overall gain of the antenna array.

1.2.3 General Rules of Thumb in Choosing Aperture Distribution

1. Symmetric amplitude distributions give lower side-lobes.

2. AF (kx) should be an entire function ofkx.

3. A distribution with a pedestal produces a far-out side-lobe envelope of1/kx in
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kx- direction.

4. A distribution going linearly to zero at the ends producesa far-out side-lobe

envelope of(1/kx)
2.

5. Zeros of the array factor should be real.

1.3 Linear Array Synthesis

In this section, array synthesis methods for generating both sum and difference pat-

terns are given. Although there are several pattern types, only few important patterns

are mentioned here. Sum patterns are those which have a peak in the broadside di-

rection, where as difference patterns have a null in broadside direction. The aperture

distributions for difference patterns are usually biphasal, where one-half of the aper-

ture is in-phase, while the other half is180◦ out of phase. Difference patterns are used

for accurate determination of angle of arrival in mono-pulse Radar systems.

1.3.1 Synthesis by Schelkunoffs polynomial Representation

For a uniformly spaced linear array oriented alongx-direction, array factor is given by,

AF (kx) =
N−1
∑

n=0

An exp [jkxxn]

=
N−1
∑

n=0

An exp [jkx (na)]

=
N−1
∑

n=0

AnZn (1.7)

This definition of array factor is very much similar to that oftheZ-transforms. Observe

that the array factor represents a polynomial inZ of the order(N−1). This polynomial

can re-written as,

AF (Z) = A0 + A1Z
1 + A2Z

2 + . . . . . . + AN−1Z
N−1

= AN−1 (Z − Z1) (Z − Z2) . . . . . . (Z − ZN−1) (1.8)
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(a) (k0a < 2π)-case (b) (k0a > 2π)-case

Figure 1.4: Visible space representation inZ-domain

The concept of the visible space inkxky-domain is already discussed in1st-phase re-

port and in section 2.2 of this report. In this section, a different visible space rep-

resentation inZ-domain as shown in Fig. 1.4 will be used to explain the synthesis

procedure.

In Z-domain, visible space extends on the circumference of the unit circle. The

entire visible range is an arc surrounding the unit circle asshown in Fig. 1.4. This

visible space inZ-domain can be mathematically represented as,

Visble space in Z−domain :



















| Z |= 1

6 Zmax = k0a

6 Zmin = −k0a

(1.9)

Magnitude of the array factor at a given angle is,

AF (Z) = AN−1 | Z − Z1 | × | Z − Z2 | . . . . . .× | Z − ZN−1 | (1.10)

All zeros associated with array factor are on the unit circle. A side lobe exists between

two successive zeros in the visible segment of the unit circle. The locations of the

zeros determine the side lobe levels. For a low side lobe level, the two successive zeros

should be close to each other but far from main beam location.Side lobe level between
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Figure 1.5: Array factor of a uniform array

two zeros is given by approximately,

SLR ≈
AF

(

Z1+Z2

2

)

AF (1)

=
| Z1+Z2

2
− Z1 | × | Z1+Z2

2
− Z2 | . . .× | Z1+Z2

2
− ZN−1 |

| 1 − Z1 | × | 1 − Z2 | . . . . . .× | 1 − ZN−1 |
(1.11)

1.3.2 Uniform Array

Most simplest linear array is,N number of elements placed uniformly and excited by

equally amount. Array factor for thisuniform arrayis given by,

AF (kx) ∝
sin

(

Nkxa
2

)

N sin
(

kxa
2

) (1.12)
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where,a is the distance between two adjacent elements. Zeros of thisarray factor are

given by,

kUd
xn =

(

2π

Na

)

(1.13)

where,n = ±1,±2, . . . . . .

Array factor for a continuous line-source of lengthl and equivalent to the above

discrete uniform array is given by,

AF (kx) ∝
sin

(

kxl
2

)

(

kxl
2

) (1.14)

and zeros of this array factor (asincfunction) are given by,

kUc
xn =

(

2π

l

)

(1.15)

where,n = ±1,±2, . . . . . .

1.3.3 Binomial Array

Binomial array are conceptually very simple. Also, binomialarray doesn’t have any

side-lobes in general. But, these arrays suffer from very poor aperture efficiency and

highly tapered distribution. So, binomial arrays are not preferable for large arrays.

Array excitation corresponding to binomial array ofN elements is given by,

An =
(N − 1)!

(N − n)! (n − 1)!
(1.16)

Array factor corresponding to the above excitation is givenas,

AF (kx) ∝
(

1 + ejkxa
)N−1

(1.17)
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